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With Kraig Angel, Vice President of Automotive at MAVI.io

What does your company do? What services, or products, do you provide? 
Mavi.io’s OnMyWay™ Commerce brings easy, curated shopping to the dashboards of customers’ vehicles. OnMyWay payment-enabled Connected Cars 
meet the needs of “immediate purchase” customers integrating location, ordering, product recommendation, payment, and pickup. ’s ‘OnMyWay’ Mavi.io
Shopping To Be Enabled By New Smart Car Dashboards ( ) MAVI’s Mobile Retail Network™ HUB middleware marketplace connects retailers’ Forbes.com
existing eCommerce platforms for inventory, order, timing, loyalty, and curbside orchestration to the car’s dashboard interface. Eliminating the need for 
retailers to integrate with each car’s unique environment. Our revenue is transaction and promotion driven, with SaaS fees as well as a B2B Fleet option 
that drives early revenue while consumer adoption in passenger cars grows.

Why did you join COVESA, and how long has your company been a member?
The intensity for which COVESA members are driven to improve the on-the-road and in-vehicle experience of our customers is the reason  joined Mavi.io
COVESA. COVESA is the premier collaboration network in the automotive industry and the only place to reach the most important thought leaders in the 
connected car world. Speed of innovation-to-market is essential to today’s automotive industry. COVESA is the catalyst.  has enjoyed the Mavi.io
immediate and vast benefits of COVESA membership since June 2022.  

What benefits does your participation in COVESA bring to your company and business? 
Mavi.io has been fortunate to be a key highlight of two COVESA events: a live in-vehicle demonstration at the event at CES in January 2023, and a live in-
vehicle demonstration at the afterparty event of AutoTech in Novi in June 2023. COVESA teammates and leadership have directly engaged to foster 
connections with key decision makers at Automotive OEMs, Tier 1s, and potential investors. As a result, POCs have been launched and investments 
made… and this is only the first 12 months of membership with COVESA.

Which COVESA collaborative project(s) or Birds of a Feather (BoF) is your company engaged in, and why is that beneficial to your business?
Mavi.io is very proud to be leading the creation of the new In-vehicle Wallet Charter Project within COVESA. Furthermore, with the intent to improve the 
quality of life for millions of drivers around the world by providing everyday convenience from an in-vehicle experience,  is also tracking the following Mavi.io
collaborative projects:
    Data Expert Group – Interface Definition
      Electric Vehicle Charging Expert Group
    Android Automotive SIG
    Vehicle Experience and Content

As an integrated App within the vehicle with the capability to connect users with retailers and make purchases from the vehicle - including EV charging 
locations – ’s OnMyWay Commerce will require two-way connected vehicle communication. As a result, nearly all COVESA collaborative projects Mavi.io
have deep appeal and alignment with our organizational goals. This is why the COVESA membership is of such great value to .Mavi.io

The entire  team wishes to show immense gratitude and appreciation to the COVESA member organizations and their engaged leadership as well Mavi.io
as the leaders within COVESA itself. Without all of you, our remarkable success and growth would not be possible.
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